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THERMAL ACO

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Jeep JL Side Window Kit

KIT CONTENTS:
NOTES: This kit is designed to fit Jeep Wrangler JL equipped with
LEATHER LOOK FINISH
factory hardtops. We suggest you remove the hardtop from vehicle
050176 Jeep JL 4 dr2018-UP Grey Leather Look 4pc
on the floor in an inverted position. Placing the hardtop THERMAL AC
ONplace
TROL
050177 Jeep JL 4 dr2018-UP Black Leather Look 4pc THERMAL ACOUSTIC Cand
ORIGINAL FINISH
050173 Jeep JL 4 dr2018-UP Black 4pc
050174 Jeep JL 4 dr2018-UP Grey 4pc
050175 Jeep JL 4 dr2018-UP White 4pc

TOOLS:
Use manufacturer’s suggested tools for hardtop removal.

on a blanket is recommended to protect it from scratches. Test fit
the parts in place with the paper release liner left in place to note its
position and where it will be installed. Once the adhesive contacts
a clean surface, it is extremely difficult to remove the adhesive. Be
sure the part is in the desired position before adhering it!

SURFACE PREP:
Vacuum or wipe down installation area to remove all loose debris/dust.
Then clean with isopropyl alcohol to remove any contaminants.
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Kit consists of 2 side window trim pieces and two trim
strips for above the doors on the second row of seats.

Trim strip for
above doors
Window trim

1.) Remove the hardtop from vehicle following the manufacturer’s suggested removal procedure. Placing the hardtop on a
blanket is recommended to protect it from scratches. Make sure
to place the hardtop on the blanket in an inverted position.
2.) Once the hardtop is removed, clean the surface with isopropyl alcohol. This ensures a good adhesive bond between
the window kit and the hardtop. *Note: The adhesive will not
stick properly to a dirty surface.
Figure 1

3.) Test fit to determine the correct placement for each side.
(Figure 1)
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4.) Peel paper backing slowly and press fit piece as
you pull backing off.
(Figure 2)

Figure 2

5.) Firmly press window trim piece in place after
entire backing is removed to ensure a tight bond on
entire piece. (Figure 3)

Figure 3

6.) Test fit rear seat window trim strip. Peel paper
backing slowly and press fit piece as you pull
backing off.

Trim strip for
above doors

7.) Reinstall the hardtop according to the manufacturer’s suggested installation procedure.
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